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the only name you change is the launcher.exe, if you change the config file and the
cat file it doesnt work. for the.cfg change it to this launcher.exe.cfg and for the.cat

change it to this launcher.cat. if problems still persist try adding the game via the gear
icon under the name. i find that the option b) doesnt tend to work all the time. i tried
adding the surge through option b) and it didnt work and add it by clicking the gear
icon and clicking + add game folder works when the option b) doesnt. i dont pirate

games much, normally to just demo the games before i buy, but sometimes they wont
work if i use the option b) thing the only name you change is the launcher.exe, if you

change the config file and the cat file it doesnt work. for the.cfg change it to this
launcher.exe.cfg and for the.cat change it to this launcher.cat. if problems still persist
try adding the game via the gear icon under the name. when you shoot an enemy in

the head, he will stagger. while he is staggered, you can run up to him and press
square to do a melee attack. you can also shoot the enemies in the knees to make
them lay on the ground. after either of the attacks, go to the heads on the ground,

and hit square to stomp on them. if you stomp on their face, it will explode and they
will instantly die. kill them with any manner of these melee attacks and they will die.
or you can go into versus mode with another player, into slayers, and pick the tribal
shiva outfit, you have a grenade launcher with frost rounds that freeze the enemies.
freeze them then run up and melee them, and this will unlock still after 20 enemies

are killed!
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if you have been having problems with your resident evil 3 remakes fatal application
exit error on your windows 10 pc, you are not alone. the fatal application exit error

has been showing up more and more in the last few years. in fact, it has become one
of the most common error messages that game players get on windows 10. if you are
not having any luck with the methods below, try reinstalling the game, or perhaps try
another game to see if that is the issue. with the release of resident evil 3 remakes,
many players are experiencing the fatal application exit error. they are trying to play
it, but all they get is a black screen. if that is the case for you, then you might have
been facing the fatal application exit error since the game has been released. the

good news is that there are some methods that can help you fix the error. read on to
find out how. finally, if you are on a laptop, you can try the laptop troubleshooter,

which is accessed by pressing the start key and typing troubleshooter into the search
box. this is also an option if you are not sure if the graphics card is the problem or if it
is your windows 10 installation. if any of the above methods have worked, you will be

able to play resident evil 3 remakes without getting the fatal application exit error.
this trophy is acquired for beating chapter 5-1. for this chapter, i recommend bringing

a shotgun with lots of ammo, as you need to deal with some lickers. or a grenade
launcher will do. throughout the facility, youll wind up coming across some lickers.
unless theyre in front of you, you dont need to kill them. you do need to kill a few

when waiting for the elevator though. now for the boss. take something that can shoot
long range, so you can shoot its legs. when you do shoot its legs, switch to a grenade.
theres one before the fight, and two on the elevator. when it gets downed, run up to it
with a grenade equipped, and press square to throw it into its mouth. once you do this

three times, the boss dies and you win! 5ec8ef588b
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